ReadingTrek is a home reading diary for recording student reading. It complements the Australian Curriculum by reinforcing literacy and numeracy learning at home. The dated weekly layout helps parents and teachers communicate messages, recording, homework and after school activities. Children will enjoy the bright pages and interesting Cool Facts! Parents are supported by the weekly Reading Tips and full page questioning guides for reading fiction and non-fiction texts. ReadingTrek includes pages to help children learn the days of the week, seasons of the year, cardinal and ordinal numbers, months of the year, text types, grammar, spelling rules and common words. Young readers will feel encouraged and rewarded by the seven reading awards. ReadingTrek is the perfect resource to promote positive home reading communication.

**Dated home reading log diary packed with practical features for Foundation Year to 4**

ReadingTrek is available in both standard and customised editions.

### Standard Edition
- At only $4.25, ReadingTrek standard offers great value for money and includes:
  - 120 full-colour pages
  - Full-colour standard artboard cover (shown)
  - Strong triple saddle-stitched binding
  - Plus all of ReadingTrek’s value-packed features!

### Custom Edition with PVC School Cover
- A customised jacket printed with your school crest and motto is a great way to promote your school’s ethos and professionalism.
  - 120 full-colour pages
  - Triple saddle-stitched binding
  - Hard-wearing PVC jacket in your choice of colour, screen-printed in your chosen ink colour/s
  - Plus all of ReadingTrek’s value-packed features!

### Contact us today for free samples and a customised quote.
**We will match any competitor’s customised student diary pricing!***

*Subject to presentation of official quote from an alternative Australian student diary provider from 2013-14. Quote must be based on the same customised components.

**What Our Clients Say**

“We found that the ReadingTrek home reader diary is bright, colourful and wonderful! The resources inside and the layout have allowed them to integrate into our daily routine effectively as both a communication tool and reading log.”

Jamie Thompson, Watsonia Heights Primary School, VIC